Identifying Risk.
Innovating Response.
Advancing Security.

Working together to drive security, implement strategic solutions and enhance the global security ecosystem.
The Industry Consortium for Advancement of Security on the Internet (ICASI) operates as an ecosystem in much the same way that cybersecurity does. Both are infrastructures with critical components that are interconnected. ICASI is a collaborative community connecting experienced industry incident response experts. Our members are global leaders in the cybersecurity realm, innovating secure networks, designing protections for software, and developing secure cloud infrastructures that keep data safe.

ICASI’s unique multi-party non-disclosure agreement (NDA) establishes trust among members, fosters wider sharing of expertise, and enables deeper collaboration. ICASI uses its shared pool of experiences to address wide-reaching vulnerabilities that have broad impact on the cyber community; develops and promotes innovative response and security strategies; and identifies safeguards and best practices for a safer cybersecurity landscape.

Through our trusted system of sharing, ICASI rapidly identifies, responds to, and resolves security risks before threats have the chance to impact the global cyber infrastructure.

ICASI members identify and solve security risks that no single organization can address on its own. We address issues that impact multiple stakeholders, and as a result, work to protect the entire infrastructure of cybersecurity.
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The foundation of trust developed among members is critical to the type of solutions ICASI is able to innovate. Our unique multi-party NDA serves as the backbone of our *Unified Security Incident Response Plan (USIRP)*. The USIRP provides the structure and procedures for how ICASI members coordinate with each other and affected organizations in incident response.

Once an event is triggered, SIRTs triage to share expertise and determine who may be impacted; work to resolve the security challenge; and then close the process by communicating strategic solutions, and implementing them. Our lightweight NDA enables us to quickly engage companies who are not ICASI members.

**ICASI Unified Security Incident Response Plan (USIRP)**

- **TRIGGER**
  - Threat or Known Vulnerability
  - Usually raised into the USIRP process by ICASI members; however, Affinity Groups or outside parties can bring issues to ICASI that require its depth or trust of expertise.

- **TRIAGE**
  - Share
  - Analyze
  - Notify

- **RESOLVE**
  - Engage
  - Coordinate
  - Collaborate

- **CLOSE**
  - Communicate
  - Implement

ICASI’s flexible trust framework with NDA, allows SME contributions from and coordination with non-member parties, affinity groups or vendors to help ICASI drive effective response on critical issues.

**Identifying Risk**

**Innovating Response**

**Advancing Security**
Are You Ready to Take Part in the Innovation?

ICASI is an engaged and informed organization, committed to innovating best practices, safeguards and solutions that advance security on the Internet. In today’s risk environment, it takes collaboration among vendors to secure our common customer base. ICASI fills a gap where industry leaders can come together to collaborate, defend, and advance solutions that result in a more secure ecosystem that benefits all.

ICASI gives both a voice for industry and a strong partner to the community to advance standards and practices in the interest of all customers.

Our partners contribute to the ICASI ecosystem of shared expertise. Each shares their own experience toward the goal of identifying innovative solutions to common vulnerabilities.

Join us in our mission and help lead innovations that ensure a safe, secure global cyber infrastructure.

To learn more about ICASI and how you can become a member, visit icasi.org, or contact our Executive Director, Scott Algeier, scott@icasi.org or +1-703-385-4969
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